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Using DNS SRV Feature on Yealink VP530 

1. Feature Introduction 

The Yealink Phone DNS-SRV Feature is to ensure continuity of phone service for events where the 

call server needs to be taken offline for maintenance, the F fails, or the connection from the 

phone to the server fails. 

Two types of redundancy are possible: 

 Fail-over: In this mode, the full phone system functionality is preserved by having a second 

equivalent capability call server take over from the one that has gone down/off-line. This 

mode of operation should be done using DNS mechanisms or “IP Address Moving” from the 

primary to the back-up server.  

 Fallback: In this mode, a second less featured call server (router or gateway device) with 

SIP capability takes over call control to provide basic calling capability, but without some 

of the richer features offered by the primary call server (for example, shared lines, presence, 

and Message Waiting Indicator). Yealink phones support configuration of multiple servers 

per SIP registration for this purpose. 

In some cases, a combination of the two may be deployed. 

 

With DNS-SRV feature, Yealink phones are able to perform the following redundancy scenarios: 

 

 DNS SRV Lookup 

Take the DN onsip.com for example, before registration, phone will do NAPTR lookup for 

onsip.com, and get the result below: 

 

 

Then phone will do SRV lookup according to the NAPTR lookup result, and get the SRV 

lookup result below: 

 Priority Weight Port Target 

IN SRV 0 1 5060 server1.example.com 

IN SRV 0 2 5060 server1.example.com 

 

Finally, do the A record lookup according to the SRV lookup result and get two IP addresses 

which are associated with the DN onsip.com, also the IP addressed will ordered by the 

priority which returned from DNS server, for example first server is 69.57.179.234 and second 

sever is 69.57.179.235. 

 order              pref flags  service regexp  replacement 

IN NAPTR 50 50 "s" "SIPS+D2T" "" _sips._tcp.example.com 

IN NAPTR 90 50 "s" "SIP+D2T" "" _sip._tcp.example.com 

IN NAPTR 100 50 "s" "SIP+D2U" "" _sip._udp.example.com 
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 REGISTER Failover/Failback  

If phone fail to register to the first server 69.57.179.234, it will try to register to second server 

69.57.179.235 automatically. 

 

 INVITE Failover/Failback  

If the INVITE message does not correct response from the first server 69.57.179.234, it will try 

the second server 69.57.179.235 automatically. 

 

 BYE Failover 

If the BYE message does not correct response from the first server 69.57.179.234, it will try the 

second server 69.57.179.235 automatically. 

 

2. Phone Configuration 

Browse to AccountBasic page, give a DNS name to SIP server and select “DNS-SVR” for 

transport option. 

 

 

 

Give a DNS name to SIP server 

Select DNS-SRV 
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Sample introduction of how Yealink Phones use TCP as 

transport type after DNS-SRV 

1. Configure Yealink Phone 

 

① Active a line 

② Fill in the 

account settings 

③ Fill in the 

sip server domain 

④ Select the Transport 

type as DNS-SRV 

⑤ Click to save 

setting 
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2. DNS-SRV Process 

 

 Refer to session 2.1 when click “Configm” after setting, Yealink SIP Phone performs a NAPTR 

lookup, and gets the NAPTR records. 

 

 

 order              pref flags  service regexp  replacement 

IN NAPTR 2 0 "s" "SIP+D2T" "" _sip._tcp.airties.com 

IN NAPTR 2 0 "s" "SIP+D2U" "" _sip._udp. airties.com 
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 Then Yealink Phone performs a SRV lookup, and gets the SRV records, and gets the SRV 

records as follows: 

 

NAPTR record : _sip._tcp.airties.com 

 Priority Weight Port Target 

IN SRV 1 0 5060 uc2. airties.com 

IN SRV 2 0 5060 Uc1. airties.com 
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 After SRV lookup Yealink Phone performs A record lookup, and gets the IP Address of the 

sip server domain. 

 

 Name TTL Addr 

IN A uc2. airties.com  91.220.65.27 

IN A Uc1. irties.com  91.220.65.26 
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Then from the NAPTR record “_sip._udp. airties.com” , Yealink Phone gets the same SRV 

records, so the DNS-SRV records should be listed as below: 

  

SIP 

Server DN 
NAPTR 

SRV 
IP Address 

Host name priority port 

airties.com 

_sip._Tcp. 

airties.com 

uc2. irties.com 1 5060 91.220.65.27 

Uc1. irties.com 2 5060 91.220.65.26 

_sip._udp. 

airties.com 

uc2. irties.com 1 5060 91.220.65.27 

Uc1. irties.com 2 5060 91.220.65.26 

 

So refer to RFC 3263, Yealink Phone then sends the Register Request to the first IP Address of 

the sip server 91.220.65.27 with the transport type of TCP. When the first server is 

down ,Yealink Phone will try the second sip server。 
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For more information about DNS-SRV , please refer to RFC3263.  


